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Abstract

An overview of the current and planned activities of the ESPRIT Basic Research
ProCoS II project �no� ����� on �Provably Correct Systems� is presented� This is
a follow�on project to ProCoS �no� 	��
� previously announced in the Bulletin of
the EATCS �	� and subsequently reported elsewhere �e�g� see �� 
 	���� A selected
bibliography for both phases of the project is included�

� Introduction

The ESPRIT Provably Correct Systems project is underway again� After discouraging
delays and cuts� we have reformed a tightly focussed project with just four partners in
����� dedicated to cover the fundamental technical aspects of a development process for
critical embedded systems� from the original capture of requirements right down to the
computers and special purpose hardware on which the programs run�

This breadth of scope is inspired by the brilliant work of Bob Boyer and J� Strother
Moore at Computational Logic Inc� �CLInc� in Austin� Texas ���� �	
� The distinctive
approach of the European e�ort is to emphasise�

�� A constructive approach to correctness� using proven transformations between speci
�cations and designs and programs and compilers and hardware� Thus errors at this
stage are avoided� so their absence never needs proving subsequently�

�� The use of a common abstract mathematical model to ensure global consistency
across all the interfaces between design phases� notations� and technologies�



�� The inclusion of explicit parallelism and timing constraints throughout the develop
ment�

In these ways we hope to achieve an advance in technology in spite of reductions in re
search funding� furthermore� we hope to deliver theories and transformations which can
be cheaply reused without specialist knowledge on an industrial scale for new projects and
new products� as the need arises�

The partners in the project are as follows�

�� Oxford University Computing Laboratory� �� Keble Road� Oxford� OX� �QD� U�K�
Responsible for coordination� political� �nancial and technical� Concentrates on a
universal model to secure consistency of all the interfaces involved� Prof� Tony Hoare
leads the site and the project� with the help of Jonathan Bowen� Stephen Brien� He
Jifeng� Wayne Luk� Ian Page and Augusto Sampaio�

�� DTH� Department of Computer Science� Building ���� Technical University of Den
mark� DK���� Lyngby� Denmark� Responsible for interface to reality� control en
gineering etc� Concentrates on capture and formalisation of total requirements� and
the development of speci�cations for the computercontrolled components of the sys
tem� Anders P� Ravn is the site leader and is aided by Kirsten M� Hansen� Michael
R� Hansen �currently visiting Oldenburg�� Hans Henrik L�vengreen� Jens Nordahl�
Hans Rischel� Jens U� Skakkeb�k and E�V� S�rensen�

�� University of Oldenburg� FB��  Informatik� Ammerl�ander Heerstra�e �������� D
���� Oldenburg� Germany� Responsible for production of correct programs� Con
centrates on the design process from speci�cation to the code of programs executed
perhaps on multiple computers� plans mechanical checks and aids for this process�
Prof� ErnstR�udiger Olderog is the site leader� with Stephan R�ossig and Michael
Schenke as team members�

�� ChristianAlbrechtsUniversit�at Kiel� Institut f�ur Informatik und Praktische Math
ematik� Preu�erstra�e ���� D���� Kiel �� Germany� Responsible for production
of correct machine code from timed highlevel programs� Concentrates on the sys
tematic development of a provably correct compiler� Prof� Hans Langmaack leads
the site with Bettina Buth� KarlHeinz Buth� Martin Fr�anzle� Burghard von Karger
�currently visiting Oxford�� Markus M�ullerOlm and RubenBenjamin Reincke as
members of the research group that do work for or related to the project�

Each site is responsible for progressing an agreed series of case studies� and for writing
up a selfcontained textbook for experts in the relevant area� In addition� there is a great
deal of associated work not funded by the CEC� For example� Oxford hopes to explore the
development of provably correct hardware compilers� targeting on Field Programmable
Gate Arrays� and Lyngby are exploring theories to support reliability assessment�
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� Work Plan

��� Technical Coordination � Oxford

Oxford is in charge of overall technical coordination and Figure � shows the main work
parts of the project� The workplan for ProCoS II is structured around the research areas
discussed in this section�

The project aims to develop a suite of techniques and mathematical theories which
give a coherent approach to development of complex heterogeneous systems� Introduction
of a common or universal model based on a Z calculus ���
 would support the synthesis
of a variety of design paradigms at the hardware� software and system levels� It starts
with descriptions of all potential observable components of embedded safetycritical sys
tems� A collection of system constructs will be de�ned on the subsets of observations� and
their algebraic properties are then explored to give an algebraic semantics to a family of
languages�

The universal model acts as a basis of the mathematical theory which connects various
development activities� it has to support the coherent transition from requirement analysis
down to hardware implementation� The universal model is also used to combine and
coordinate those speci�c models adopted in di�erent sites� each of which has to preserve
the re�nement ordering and the algebraic laws and must not introduce any extra observable
components� As a result those models can be embedded into the universal model such that
the satisfaction relation among two adjacent levels is consistent with the re�nement order
de�ned in the universal model�

Levels of interest to be modelled on this project� together with selected published



material produced so far during both phases of the project� include�

� Duration Calculus ���� ��� ��� ��� �	� ��� ��� ��


� A design calculus ���� ��� ��


� Compiling speci�cations ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��


� Hardware transformations ���� ��


��� Requirements Engineering � Lyngby

Lyngby will contribute to the project within the following areas�

Speci�cation and design of real�time systems� In cooperation with Oxford we plan
to develop a system speci�cation notation and calculus for realtime systems based on the
Duration Calculus ���
� Its relationship to models and notations for dynamic systems and
control systems will also be investigated ���� ��� ��
� as well as its relation to program
speci�cations as investigated in Oldenburg ��
�

This line of work will also investigate design paradigms for realtime systems� and
especially study the links to control theory� We also hope to �nd veri�cation techniques
that can utilise mechanised proof support or model checking along the lines of the timed
automatons of Dill and Alur or timed transition systems of Sifakis ���
�

Dependability� In collaboration with the ESPRIT PDCS project we intend to study
dependability aspects of system speci�cations� We will strive to establish a formal interface
between reliability assessment models and the models de�ned by the speci�cations ���� ��
�

Case Studies� We plan to develop more ambitious case studies� These include a signal
and switching system for a railway station on a trunk line ��	
� An overview of a simple
gas burner example� from requirements to hardware is given in ��
�

��� Design � Oldenburg

The speci�c contribution of Oldenburg will be the formulation of a speci�cation language
SLtime for untimed and timed behaviour of communicating programs� and the development
and correctness proof of compositional transformation rules for a design calculus� This will
extend the work of Oldenburg in ProCoS I in the following directions�

Speci�cation Language� The speci�cation language SL of ProCoS I divides a speci
�cation into a trace part and a state part� This division is in principle closely related to
ideas in UNITY ���
� Back�s action systems ��
 and Lamport�s TLA ���
� The state part
corresponds to an iterative program or action system� and the trace part to a behavioural
speci�cation of that program�



The integration of time into the speci�cation language encompasses the following as
pects�

� The relations between the duration calculus and the speci�cation language are ex
plored� ��	
 describes the step from DC to switching circuits which are close to
SL

time�

� In cooperation with Lyngby we shall evaluate case studies that indicate which timing
properties are needed and how they can be expressed in di�erent existing time calculi�
One such study� a railway crossing� is presented in ���
�

� Work at Oxford indicates that timing requirements can be classi�ed into those stating
lower bounds ��waits�� and others stating upper bounds ��speedups��� We wish to
investigate whether taking these two aspects separately leads to simpler calculi�

A �rst version of the timed speci�cation language is proposed in ���
�

Design Calculus� A proper integration of time and concurrency into a program design
calculus is the most challenging task of Oldenburg� We plan to cope with this task as
follows�

� A transformational approach to the design and veri�cation of concurrent systems
is being developed� ���
 shows several ideas in this area along with a detailed case
study�

� The design rules need to establish links between the discrete time calculus and the
continuous realtime models and between global and local timing constraints�

Mechanical support� It appears that the transformational setup is closely related to
the structure of mechanical reasoning performed in metalogical systems like LCF� HOL
or LAMBDA� We shall explore this relationship and work on the mechanisation of the
transformational approach to the design of Occam programs�

We are using the LAMBDA system of Abstract Hardware Ltd� to implement a transfor
mational approach� Initially these activities will be performed within a national �BMFT�
research project� called �KORSO� �for �Correct Software��� In KORSO we are implement
ing a semantics model in LAMBDA which allows the veri�cation of transformation rules
and their mechanical application for the design of Occamlike programs from speci�cations
��
� Later we plan to take over this work to ProCoS II for �subsets of� the speci�cation
language and transformation rules used there�

��� Compilation � Kiel

In ProCoS I� it was demonstrated� how a compiler for a very simple language could be
speci�ed and implemented in a provably correct manner� In ProCoS II we concentrate



on compiler development for more powerful languages� including realtime and parallelism�
The work centered on program compilation is essentially done at Kiel University� It is
divided into the following parts�

Programming language design� PL is an imperative language with parallel composi
tion and communication to re�ect concurrency in the controlled systems� Since treatment
of realtime constraints for reactive systems is the overall goal of ProCoS II� PL provides
the means to express assertions on the timed behaviour of programs� It features delay
timing as present in Occam and allows to specify upper bounds for the time spent for the
execution of internal actions� A proposal for the core of PL can be found in ���
�

Machine language design� As target language for the compilation� a suitable machine
language is selected� Our starting point is the Transputer instruction set� More abstract
levels of machine language might be investigated to ease theoretical considerations� But
the target language of the compiler will be the machine language of an existing processor
in order to be able to execute generated code on real hardware� The semantics for the
machine language will be formalised in an appropriate style to make correctness proofs for
compiler speci�cations feasible� An important aspect in the design of the semantics will
be the formalisation of time at the hardware level�

Compiler design� We will develop a compiler for the project language� to enable the full
demonstration of the chosen case studies� The development of this example compiler will
not necessarily be fully proven� Suitable tools will be used to obtain a prototype compiler
as early as possible to support the full investigation of the case studies� As far as possible
in the framework of the project� the prototype compiler will be based on proven correct
speci�cations� On a more loose basis we will investigate global methods for compiler design
which lead to a high degree of con�dence in their correctness�

Veri�cation support� Mechanical veri�cation support is desirable for most correctness
proofs arising in compiler development� The emphasis of ProCoS II is on timing� The
main e�ort in proofs for compiler correctness concerns the correctness of the codegenerator
speci�cation� Since this essentially depends on the semantic model� a proof support system
is only suitable� if the model can be easily formalised in the system� We will investigate
appropriate tools concerning their applicability� ���� ��
 describe how transition systems
that are used for structural operational semantics de�nitions can be embedded into term
rewriting systems in general and the Larchbased LP proof system in particular�

��� Hardware � Oxford

To manage the complexity of largescale computer systems being developed by industry� a
series or hierarchy of speci�cations is produced� each containing progressively more detail�
This is known as re�nement� Re�nement needs both guidelines on how to proceed from a



high level to a low level speci�cation� and rules for verifying that this has been done in a
consistent manner� For hardware design we identify the following major activities�

� Elaborate and coordinate the existing design paradigms�

� Develop a design calculus for sequential �synchronous and perhaps asynchronous�
circuits in the framework of CSP and Duration Calculus�

� Facilitate algebraic transformation at various stages of hardware implementation�
and study the potential use of term rewriting systems and other tools in hardware
design�

� Rephrase the application of re�nement calculus on transformations between di�erent
levels of hardware design �e�g�� instruction level� register level� gate level� switching
circuit level and analog level��

� Build the link with other available technologies and design calculi �e�g�� Hu�man
and Zissos�s Sequential Equations� Interface State Graph� Martin�s Compilation and
Ebergen�s Regular Expression��

Activity in this area will be dependent on projects with other sources of funding� Initial
results are reported in ��� �� ��
� This will continue the work of the currently abutted UK
collaborative safemos project at Oxford �	
�

� Working Group

An integral part of our research plan is the formation of a Working Group of potential
collaborators and industrial partners� We have recently submitted a proposal to the CEC�
We also intend to undertake the organisation of newsletters� distribution lists� seminars�
technical meetings� workshops and an open conference at which the directions of research
can be discussed and the results can be disseminated� We have planned the following
dates�

� ���� September ������ Technical Meeting� Oldenburg �D�

� ���� January� Workshop� Copenhagen �DK�

� ���� September� Open Conference� Kiel �D�

� ���� January� Workshop �UK��

� ���� August� Technical Meeting �DK��

The open conference may be held in conjunction with an existing related conference series�
If anyone would like to attend on these occasions or to know more about them� please
contact the ProCoS II project coordinator� Oxford University� to be added to our mailing
list and to obtain further information�
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